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AMERICAN SONNET FOR MY PAST 'A'ND FUTURE ASSASSIN ''

Probably ffiiligh makes blackness dangerous

Darkness' Probabþ all my encounters

i**o**ial iambalaya' 
\fhich is to sa¡

A nîgga can survive' SomethinghapÏ*td^^-

ì" t""atd, something happened in Faøus9r¡

,And Brookly" ¿¿ Cf itt"o"' 'o"'"'hing 
happened

In Chicago E¿ Çleveland E¿ Baltimore Ec happens

Almost everywhere in this country every day'

Probably someone is prey in all of our encounters'

You rvorft tdmit it'-i" t"-t' alive are-likêtthe larnes

In graves' Probably o"itight makls blaclness

Darkness.Andagate.Probablythedarkblueskin

Qf a black man rnatches the darkblue skin

Of his son theway one vitight matches another-
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AMERICAN SONNET FOR MY PÂST AND FUTURE ASSASSIN

Are you not the color of this country's currenr threat

Advisory? And of pompoms ar a.school whose mascor

Is the clementine? Color of the quartered cantaloupe

Beside the tiers of easily bruised bananas cowering

In towers of yellow skin? And of Caligula's copper-roned

Jabber-jaw jammed with grapes shaped like the eyeballs

Of blind peoplel Light as a fearherweight monarch,

Vicero¡ goldfish. Pomp Ec pumpkin pompadou¡

Are you not a flame of hollow Hellos & Hell Nos,

A wild, tattered spirlt versus what? Enemy to Foe of
Those Opposed to Upholding the Laws Against What?

I know your shade. You are the color ofa sucker punch,

The mix of flag blood 8¿ surprise blurring the eyes, a fl.are

Of confusion, a contusion before it swells E¿ darkens.

AMERICAN SONNET FOR MY PAST AND FUTURE ASSASSIN

I lock you in an American sonnet that is part prison,

Part panic closet, a little room in a house set aflame.

I lock you in a form that is part music box, part meat

Grinder to separate the song of the bird from the bone'

I lock your persona in a dream-inducing sleeper hold
'SØhile your better selves watch from the bleachers.

I make you both gym E¿ crow here. As the crow

You undergo a beautiful catharsis trapped one night

In the shadows of the gym' As the gym, the feel of crow-

Shit dropping to your floors is not unlike the stars

Falling from the pep rally Posters on your walls.

I make you a box of darkness with a bird in its heart.

Voltas of acoustics, instinct Ec metaphor. It is not enough

To love you. It is not enough to want you destroyed.
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AMERICAN SOÑNET FOR MY PAST AND FUTURE ASSASSIN

I pour a pinch of serisus poison for you

James Earl Ray Dylann Roof I Pour a Punch of piss

For you George ZimmermanJohn\ül'ilkes Booth

Robert Chambliss Thomas Edwin Blanton Jr

rì Boþby,Frank Cherry F{erman Fr4nk Cash your name

''i Is'agarJ opening upon another gate I pour a punch

Of perils I pour a bunch bf punches all over you

' I pbur unmerciful panic into your river I damn you

\Øith the opposite of ptayet Byron De La Beckwith

Roy BryantJ.'W. Milam Edgar Ray Killen Assassins

Love trumps Porver or blood to trumP Power

Beauty trumps power or blood to trumP Power

Justice ffumPs Power or blood to trumP Po\\¡er

The names alive are like the names in the graves

AMERICAN SONNET FOR MY PAST AND FUTURE ASSASSIN

You dont seem to want it, but you wanted it'

You don't seem to \ilant it, but you won't admit it'

You don't seem to want admittance'

You don't seem to want admission'

You don't seem to want it' but you haunt it'

You dont seem too hairnted, but you haunted'

You don't seem to get it, but you got it'

You don't seem to care, but You care'

You don't seem to buy it, but you sell it'

You don't seem to want it' but you wanted it'

You don't seem to PreY, but You PreY'

You don't seem to pray but you full ofprayers'

You don't seem to want it, but you wanted it'

You dont seem too haunted, but you haunted'
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